
Hungarian preschoolers’ interpretation of doubly quantified sentences 
1. Claim 
We present the results of two sentence–picture matching experiments investigating how 
Hungarian preschoolers interpret doubly quantified sentences of type (1): 
(1)  Két fiú  is   három tornyot   épít.  
  two boy DIST three    tower-ACC  builds 
  ’Two boys (each) are building three towers’.  
We claim that for young children, scope interpretation is primarily determined by the 
structure of the visual representation of the event associated with the given sentence.  
2. Background 
We found in a series of former experiments involving truth value judgments, sentence–picture 
matching, and children acting out the meanings of doubly quantified sentences that the 
distributive readings of doubly quantified sentences are accessible to Hungarian preschoolers, 
however, their preferred scope reading cannot be derived from either the structural hierarchy 
of quantifiers, or the relative prominence of their grammatical functions or theta roles (self 
references). At the same time, children’s answers were not random but followed a strategy. 
The lack of isomorphism between the hierarchical (and also linear) order and the scope order 
of quantifiers was unexpected in view of both Musolino’s (1998) results, and  the fact that in 
Hungarian adult input, hierarchical/linear order and scope order are strictly isomorphic (É. 
Kiss 1991). These experiments suggested that children’s scope interpretation may be affected 
by visual cues provided by the picture stimuli. In the follow-up studies to be presented, we 
tested the interaction of visual and linguistic  information in children’s scope interpretation. 
3. Hypotheses 
In two new experiments, we tested two alternative hypotheses: (i) children assign wide scope 
to the set whose elements are more salient in the visual representation; (ii) they choose the 
scope reading whose visual representation is easier to chunk into identical subevents. As 
Experiment 1 proved hypothesis (i) to be false, here we only focus on Experiment 2 (but the 
oral presentation will summarize both experiments). 
4. Materials, methods, procedure 
38 Hungarian children (aged 5;6 – 6;6) participated in a sentence-picture matching task. They 
listened to quantified sentences of type (1) and (2) uttered by a puppet, which were presented 
together with pairs of pictures, one showing its direct scope (Fig. a), the other showing its 
inverse scope (Fig. b). One member of each picture pair (here Fig.a) was segmented into 
identical subevents separated by spaces. In the other picture, the participants were mixed 
randomly.The child had to point at the picture that (s)he thought the puppet was talking about.  
(2)  Két szánkót   is    három mackó   húz. 
  two sled-ACC  DIST  three     teddy-bear  pulls 
  ’Two sleds (each) are being pulled by three teddy bears.’  
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The sentence–picture pair combinations we tested represented the following conditions: 
1.  SOV – with the direct scope representation chunked   
2.  SOV – with the inverse scope representation chunked   
3.  OSV – with the direct scope representation chunked   
4. OSV – with the inverse scope representation chunked   



5. Results: 
The chunked visual representations were chosen by the following percentage of children: 
 Cond. 1:  SOV, chunked direct scope:   66°% 
 Cond. 2:  SOV, chunked inverse scope:  29% 
 Cond. 3: OSV, chunked direct scope:   58% 
 Cond. 4:  OSV, chunked inverse scope: 71% 
That is, the visual grouping of objects had a significant effect on children’s choice of scope 
interpretation: children matched with the doubly quantified sentence the picture that was more 
clearly chunked into distinct subevents in 3 out of 4 condition.  
 The fact that in Condition 2 the majority of children preferred the non-segmented visual 
interpretation may be due to two factors. (i) In these sentences, the quantifier to which they 
assigned wide scope is linguistically more prominent than the other quantifier in every 
respect: it is subject (versus object), it is agent (versus patient), and it is initial, c-commanding 
everything. (ii) The pictures intended as the nonsegmented representations happened to be 
symmetrical pictures that could also be chunked into two identical halves by a straight line.  
6. Discussion 
Our results have three main implications. (i) They contribute to the discussion on why 
children’s scope interpretation strategies are different from those of adults. The fact that 
Hungarian adult input is strictly isomorphic refutes the theory of Gennari & MacDonald 
(2005/2006) that children’s scope preferences are determined by the distributional patterns of 
adult use, and the theory of Musolino, Crain & Thornton (2000) that children’s difficulties 
arise from their incomplete syntax, unable to derive non-isomorphic quantificational 
structures. Our data suggest that their problems are computational/processing difficulties – in 
line with Musolino & Lidz (2003). 
 (ii) Our results demonstrate that, when having difficulties with the set-theoretic operations 
encoded in doubly quantified sentences, children also make use of the available visual 
information. Their strategy of interpreting a visual stimulus contaning a large number of 
elements is to chunk it into a smaller number of similar segments (as attested in the case of 
infants by Feigensohn & Halberda 2004).  
 (iii) The finding that children’s interpretation of doubly quantified sentences relies on the 
chunking of the visual representation of the event into subevents supports the generalization 
of Philip (1995), Brooks & Braine (1996), etc. that children interpret determiner-type 
quantifiers as adverbial quantifiers quantifying over events. This converges with the claim of 
Bach, Jelinek, Kratzer & Partee (1995) and Pica & Lecompte (2008) that A-quantification is 
more universal and more primary than D-quantification. 
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